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koizumis political personas are constantly in motion. imaginative, unpredictable, and reckless, he is a
political chameleon and a master of perception. on the surface, he is a calm family man who enjoys

exercising, cooking, and traveling; but in the house of councillors, koizumi is a superhero: he has been a
punch-drunk party veteran since his early 20s, and now hes at a point where he needs to face his political

enemies down. his thesis, the illusions of japan, may be out this month from oxford university press.
koizumi has also been able to regain the ldp, and hes a lot more popular than he was. his social media
accounts are full of support from supporters of both right and left, as well as the usual assortment of

fashionistas. koizumis longtime kimono is currently on the runway at balmain in a cropped, glittery skirt
and a black jacket. we reported earlier this year that koizumi was working on a coup d?etat plan with

thomas kunitz, but the plan fell apart. kunitz, founder and publisher of after the grave, is a close friend of
koizumi and was inspired by his kimono to try to put him back in power. koizumi is the son of the late

waseda university professor yu takumi and his wife, satomi koizumi. satomi is the daughter of aya
koizumi, who was the famous author of the disappearance of nagato yuki-chan. aya koizumi was born and
raised in tokyo, but after graduating from waseda university, she moved to chiba prefecture, where she
wrote her novels. her son yu, however, was born in waseda university and then moved back to tokyo. so

for years, it has been yu and aya koizumi that has played the role of a father and mother to yu.
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meanwhile, the abe government will have to deal with the challenge posed by the strong and
growing presence of the right-wing nationalist group, the japan restoration party (jrp). with

koizumi out of the picture, the jrp has a better chance of advancing its agendas. abe will need
to find a way to contain the group. the abe legacy will also depend in part on his success in

moving the japanese economy forward. by the end of 2006, as i note in my book, the ldp had
the lowest approval rating of any political party in japan, and the most policies in its platform

were likely to be rolled back. a survey showed that more japanese were against market-
orientated economic reforms than in favor of them. however, in 2009, as this book goes to
press, confidence in the economy is high, business is expanding, and the current account

surplus is still among the worlds largest. things may continue to look up as the government
refocuses on the recovery of lost ground. but ultimately, japan needs to move beyond
koizumis deflationary policies. in foreign policy, koizumi has been a strong supporter of

multilateralism. he has participated in the g7/g8 and g20 summits in seattle and toronto. he
has also organized major international summits in tokyo. however, he has been a strong

supporter of a japanese-led peacekeeping force in east timor and has suggested that japan
should be the first asian country to join the international atomic energy agency. in foreign

policy, koizumi has also played an important role in reducing tensions with neighboring
countries, notably south korea, by improving relations with kim dae-jung, the first korean

leader to visit japan, and holding a bilateral summit between the two leaders in tokyo.
koizumi has also visited china on four occasions, and sino-japanese relations have been

among his top priorities. he believes that china will be japans most important partner in the
future. koizumi has also taken a strong interest in africa, promoting the creation of a

multinational force to fight against the lord's resistance army in northern uganda, and the
development of a naval base in djibouti to protect shipping lanes in the horn of africa.
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